
Skinny Mesh Bracelet
Step 1 - For a standard size bracelet - 19.5cm long, cut a length of 25cm of Mesh and 25cm of Rubber tube.
Start by pushing the rubber tube into the mesh until the tube is completely inside the mesh. ( Image A )

Step 2 - Now take some thread and tie onto 1 end of the rubber tube and mesh, as close to the end as possible.
 This is to keep the tube and mesh together. ( Image B1 ) Trim excess tube and mesh. (Image B2)

Bracelet without Memory Wire

Step 3 - To make sure your mesh is tightly around the rubber tube, pull the mesh at the open end so it 
stretches around the tube and then tie the mesh and tube with thread, approx 5mm less then your desired 
length. ( Image C ) Then trim close to your tied section. ( Image D )

Step 4 - Take your 1 side of magnetic clasp and and glue onto 1 end of your Mesh/rubber tube, (Image E1) 
then repeat on the other side. ( Image E2)  
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Bracelet with Memory Wire

Step 1 - For a standard size bracelet - 19.5cm long, cut a length of 25cm of
Mesh, 25cm of Rubber tube and 25cm of memory wire. Take the rubber tube
and push the wire through the tube. ( Image F )  
 

Step 2 - Now push the rubber tube into the mesh until the tube
is completely inside the mesh. ( Image G )

Step 3 - With some thread and tie 
onto 1 end of the rubber tube, wire 
and mesh, as close to the end as possible. This is to keep the tube, 
wire and mesh together. ( Image H ) Trim excess with your wire cutters.

Step 4 - To make sure your mesh is tightly aroundthe rubber 
tube, pull the mesh at the open end so it stretches around the
tube and then tie the mesh and tube with thread, approx 5mm
less then your desired length. ( Image I ) Then trim close to your
tied section, again you will need to use wire cutters for this. 

Step 5 - Take your 1 side of magnetic clasp and and glue onto 1 end
of your Mesh/rubber tube, then repeat on the other side. ( Image J ) 
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Alternative option

You can create a double or triple loop of memory wire covered with 
rubber tube and mesh - with this option there is no need to use a clasp - follow the instructions above, but
instead of gluing your clasp on, glue a small bell cap onto each end to cover your thread. 

Bell cap glued to ends

Bell cap glued to ends
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